Technical rider for YEBO YES!
The requirements stated herein have been set for the mutual benefit of the Organiser and the Company to achieve a basis
for the successful technical presentation of the piece

___________________________________________________
Production team contact information:
Choreographers:
Joanna Holewa Chrona, Theresa Gustavsson

Afiapresents@gmail.com

Producer:
AFIA

Afiapresents@gmail.com

Technical coordinator:
Tanya Johansson

Tjo@dansstationen.nu

Costume design:
Victoria Denise Tcha

Victoriatcha@gmail.com

Light design:
Erik Wiedersheim Paul

Erik.Wiedersheim-Paul@dansnatsverige.se

Sound composer:
Yared Tilahun Cederlund

Yared.cederlund@gmail.com

General tour information
Subject:

Answer/Our demand:

Additional comments:

Number of people in total on tour

6

Joanna, Theresa, Patricia,
Sibusiso, David, Tanya

Number of people on stage

5

Joanna, Theresa, Patricia,
Sibusiso, David

Number of technicians (light &
Sound)

1

Tanya

Dressing Rooms

Minimum 2 dressing rooms big
enough for 2-3 people each.

Must have: Shower with towels.
Iron and iron board. Access to
washing machine somewhere in
the theatre
Our wish: Fruits, nuts, water etc.

Studio for warming up

Not necessary in case we can
warm up on stage.

Duration of the performance

60 min

Intermission

No

Seating of the audience

Normal frontal seating

Total blackout

Not necessary

Must have: Aux cable so phone or
computer can be plugged in for
sound during warmup

Load in, set up and strike down
Subject:

Answer/Our demand:

Additional comments:

Load in

No

Set up

Preferably the day before.

Work schedule to be decided with
venue before arrival

Minimum technicians organizer
provide for set up

2-3

With knowledge of light and
sound technique.

Strike down

1,5 hour

Including time for washing stage
costume

Technicians organizer provide for
strike down

Not necessary

We do not have any props or light
we carry with us.

Stage and design
All stage requirements below should be provided by the organiser

Subject:

Answer/Our demand:

Additional comments:

Minimum dimension of stage

8x8m
Preferably 12x12m

Minimum height of ceiling

4m

Floor

Wooden floor. No dance carpet!

The floor must be even and no
splinter or nails sticking out of it
that could hurt the performers
Our wish: Black wooden floor. If
not possible, this needs to be
communicated with the company
before arrival.

Curtain

Black side curtains

Backdrop

White

If open stage without side walls,
curtains are needed. Otherwise
walls are ok.

Light, smoke or other effects
All lights listed below should be provided by the organiser.

Subject:

Quantity:

Model:

Side lights on floor stands (or in
sidelight booms)

10

Model: Fresnel’s, PC, or profiles.
1000w

Foot light on floor stands

2

Model: Fresnel's 650 - 1000w

Front stage stands/light booms

2 booms with 6 lights

Model:
2 stands/booms 2-2,5m
2 Par64 cp62 on 2-2,5m height
2 Par64 cp61 on 1,5m height
2 moving Led-wash 16 bit on

floor. (or 3 par64 cp61)
Ceiling light

14

Model:
8 Par64 cp61
6 moving Led-wash 16bit

Backstage left stand

1

Model
1 stant 1,5m heght
1 fresnel 1000w

Frontlight FOH

5

Model:
5 profiles, pc’s or fresnel’s

Light console

1

The show is programmed on
Cobalt 8.2, however any digital
console can be used if a local
operator is available to program
the show.

Dimmers

A minimum of 28 dimmer
channels 2kw

Filters

8 cut
(2 cut)
(1 cut)

Lee 201 (par cans)
(Lee 201 if no led on floor)
(Lee 137 if no led on floor)

Sound
All sound listed below should be provided by the organiser.

Subject:

Quantity:

Additional comments:

Mixer

1

Inputs for 4 - 6 microphones
Input for computer

Position of sound operator

Next to light console

Run by the same person

Speaker

2 - 4 Side fill monitors and sub on
stage
PA top: 2
Sub: 2

Microphone

1-2

1-2 shotgun microphones or
similar.
Our wish: 4 floor/boundary
microphones (Crown PCC160 or
equivalent)

Microphone stand

2

2 low stands for shotgun
microphones

Computer

1

Needs to have input for USB so
that the performance music can
be played from this computer.

Sound operator

Yes

We need a local sound operator
to set levels and operate the
microphones and sound during
the show

Marketing, press talk etc:
In the case any marketing- or press activities involving any of the crew this is to be settled beforehand
with the company. Artists talk etc. are to be settled in contract. Should the performance be taped we require a
copy of the recording.

Other requirements
-

The stage, dressing room and warm up area needs to be at least + 23 celsius.

-

The performers want to be able to arrive to the theatre 5 hours before performance for staging and
warmup.

-

Organizer needs to provide proper cleaning of stage before each performance

-

Depending on where and when the organizer needs to be able to offer the company catering
afterwards if no restaurant is open close by

-

Company would like a drawing of the stage on beforehand.

If you are in any doubt whether or not you are able to meet our demands, please do not
hesitate to contact us in order to work out a solution. It is very important that all technical
issues are solved prior to our arrival.
Thank you.

